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3. Status of other showcases 

3.1. Showcase Research 
To demonstrate the benefit of the BRICS results for PhD students multiple approaches have been 
implemented. The Care-O-bot 3 robot research platform (RRP) has been finished around T14 and was 
used by BRICS partners to test and develop specific libraries and tools of their work packages. The 
robot additionally was used as a hardware platform on the first BRICS research camp in T20 (figure 
14). As described in the Deliverable 5.1 the evaluation workshops will be executed with the application 
development of a RoboCup@Home scenario. Hence a close interaction and cooperation with the 
partner BRSU was done in the last year to analyse the different scenarios and the experiences during 
development. A first evaluation workshop using BRICS results is planned between T30 and T32. The 
work of WP5 will focus on the preparation of this workshop in the next month.  

 
Figure 14: Care-O-bot 3 RRP at the BRICS research camp 

In parallel to the evaluation in smaller short term workshops a long term evaluation of development 
processes in research is done using the DESIRE platform. This RRP coming from a previous research 
project was refurbished in year 2 to be useful for the research done by the BRICS partners. After the 
RRP was finished it was provided to research institutes as a development platform enforcing a 
detailed documentation of their development processes with the corresponding efforts. A first station of 
this long term evaluation is Lund University, were the robot is used for multi sensor fusion and mobile 
manipulation control. This summer (2011) the DESIRE robot will be shipped to the partner KUL for 
their research. At this time a detailed report of the developments at University Lund will be added to 
this deliverable. 

3.2. Showcase Education 
The target audience of the showcase education are university teachers that plan to extend the usage 
of robot platforms in their classes and labs. During the conception phase of this showcase the barriers 
for the integration of robot platforms in teaching have been identified as the large effort of students to 
get acquainted with the platform and tools and large effort for the teacher to build doable exercises 
and experiments. Therefore the aim of BRICS should be to reduce these efforts. 

To demonstrate this reduction in effort the showcase education will consist of: 

 Exemplary exercises or lab projects for several class settings  
 Support of these lab projects by tutorials and lecture material  
 An exercise generation manual 

These items will be first provided for a number of classes at the partner BRSU. Possible examples and 
their corresponding classes at BRSU would be: 

 Class: Autonomous Mobile Systems  
o Exercise: SLAM, path planning and execution  

 Class: Computer and Robot Vision  
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o Exercise: Object search  
 Class: Learning and Adaptivity 

o Exercise: Robot learning for grasping an object  
 Class: Planning and Scheduling  

o Exercise: Task planning applied to assembly scenario  
 Class: Multirobot Systems  

o Exercise: Task planning and coordination of multiple robots in extended assembly 
scenario   

As the youBot platform, the RRP for this showcase, became available now and the BRICS repositories 
and tool chains become more mature a first example will be developed until T32. 

3.3. Showcase SME 
The showcase targeting at small companies implementing specific robot applications will evaluate the 
resources required for finishing a specific task with BRICS tools and concepts in comparison with the 
standard development process of the company. Therefore the partner Bluebotics selected the 
application of changing targets in radioactive environments for one of his customers. The challenges 
of this application are the target weight of 30 kg, the operation on tight environments and the 
embedding of the power supply on the mobile manipulator. The standard development process for the 
application has already been started with parallel documentation of the efforts for the different steps. 
The hardware of the mobile manipulator consists of a KUKA KR60-3, a Kokeisl KPR AGV and the 
Bluebotics controller for navigation and control. The development of this showcase will be finished by 
the end of the year. Subsequently the implementation using the BRICS results will be executed. 
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